We prove a Frobenius theorem for Banach distributions on manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces. Moreover, we recall how Frobenius theorems can be applied to infinite-dimensional Lie groups and obtain, that given a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of a Lie group that is modelled over a locally convex space that admits an exponential map, the Lie subalgebra is integrable if it is complemented as a topological vector space and a Banach space with the induced topology.
Introduction
The Frobenius theorem for finite-dimensional manifolds is a classical result of differential geometry. Furthermore the case of Banach manifolds and its applications to Banach Lie groups are well known, and presented for instance in [10, Chapter 1] . However, there are interesting groups that are not Banach Lie groups. For example, it is known that the diffeomorphism group of a compact finite-dimensional manifold is a Lie group modelled over a locally convex space but not a Banach Lie group. To explain what a manifold modelled over a locally convex space is one has to define a differential calculus on locally convex spaces. There are different approaches for such a differential calculus. One popular approach is the convenient calculus of Frölicher, Kriegl and Michor ( [9] ). In this context a global function f : E Ñ F is called convenient smooth if for all smooth curves γ : R Ñ E the curve f˝γ : R Ñ F is smooth. Another popular approach to C k -maps used in this article, is Keller's C f pp`hvq´f ppq h ": df pp, vq exists for all p P U and v P E and the function df : UˆE Ñ F, pp, vq Þ Ñ df pp, vq is continuous. Moreover, given r P N the function f is called a C r -map (respectively of class C r ) if f is a C 1 -map and df is a C r´1 -map.
Now it is clear what a manifold modelled over a locally convex space should be. We simply use the finite-dimensional definition with locally convex spaces instead of finitedimensional spaces and the C k -differential calculus just described instead of the finitedimensional one. A Lie group modelled over a locally convex space is a group that is a manifold modelled over a locally convex space such that the group operations are smooth. For more details the reader may consider for example [7] or [8] . There is also a comprehensive book about infinite-dimensional Lie groups in preparation with [3] .
In 2006 Neeb stated the following problem in [8] :
Problem B. Let G be a regular Lie group. Is every closed Lie subalgebra h Ď LpGq with finite codimension integrable?
Glöckner proposed in [5] that generalisations of the Frobenius theorems to manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces can be used to solve this problem.
Hiltunen showed in [2] that certain co-Banach distributions for manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces in the sense of Fröhlicher-Bucher differential calculus, are locally integrable. This means that given a point in the manifold we find an immersed submanifold containing the point whose tangent spaces are exactly the fibres of the given distribution. This immersed submanifolds are called integral manifolds of the distribution. In [1] , we not only used the methods from [2] to obtain a similar result in the setting of Keller's C k c -theory, but it we also constructed a foliation of the manifold consisting of maximal integral manifolds. These maximal integral manifolds and their local parametrisations by certain charts are actually necessary to solve Problem B. This was done in [1, Chapter 4] . There, methods from [10, Chapter 1] for the case of Banach Lie groups were generalised to the case of Lie groups modelled over locally convex spaces. Also it was possible to correct a certain inaccuracy of Lang in [10, 7, Chapter VI. Lemma 5.3] with the help of Glöckner. In 2001, Teichmann showed a Frobenius theorem for finite-dimensional distributions on manifolds that are modelled on locally convex spaces in the convenient sense. It was possible to obtain the analogous result in the author's master's thesis [1] in the context of manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces in the sense of Keller's C k c -Theory. Moreover, by using the methods from [1, Chapter 4] we showed that if the Lie group G in question has an exponential map, then every finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra h Ď LpGq is integrable. Now, it is a natural question to ask if every Lie subalgebra h Ď LpGq that is complemented as a topological vector subspace and is a Banach space with the induced topology is integrable as well. The answer is yes. In this article we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem C. Let G be a Lie group modelled over a locally convex space and h Ď LpGq be a Lie subalgebra that is complemented as a topological vector subspace and is a Banach space. If G admits an exponential map, then we can find a Lie group H that is a subgroup of G and an immersed submanifold of G such that
The main work will be to show a Frobenius theorem for Banach distributions for manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces.
The structure of the article is as follow. In Section 1 we recall constructions for distributions on infinite-dimensional manifolds. These results were already stated in [1] . They are mainly easy generalisations of the well known finite-dimensional case from [13] . Nevertheless, these constructions are recalled for the convenience of the reader.
The heart of the article, which contains the new results, is Section 2. Here, we show a Frobenius theorem for certain Banach distributions on manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces. Besides new arguments we use methods from the case where the distribution in question is finite-dimensional ( [12] respectively [1] ). Also, we use methods developed in [11] , where Chillingwoth and Stefan work with singular distributions on Banach manifolds. The following theorem (details of which will be explained later) will be obtained there. In Theorem D, we have to assume that the vector field admits a local flow, because this is not automatic for initial value problems in locally convex spaces. Indeed, it is possible to find linear initial value problems in locally convex spaces that have several solutions, or no solution at all.
In Section 3, we recall the constructions from [1] that we used to solve the Problem B. The only thing that is new in this section is Theorem 3.1 and its proof. In [1] , we generalised the results of [10, Chapter 1] from the case of Banach Lie groups to Lie groups that are modelled over locally convex spaces. We recall these results and constructions for the convenience of the reader.
In the appendix we describe the theory of flows of vector fields on infinite-dimensional manifolds. As mentioned above, we do not have a solution theory for initial value problems, so that it is necessary to assume the existence of local flows, to construct the global one. All results except of the Lemmas A.7 and A.8, that come from [3] , are straightforward generalisations of the case of Banach manifolds, as presented in [10, Chapter 1] . the arguments to infinite-dimensional manifolds modelled over locally convex spaces in the straightforward way.
Convention. Throughout this section E will be a locally convex space, r P N and M a C r -manifold modelled over E. 
Let H be the topological vector complement of F in E. We assume that there exists an open subset V
ϕ . With (2) we conclude ϕpU ψ q " V ψˆt 0u and get
Moreover (2) We assume U X S q ‰ H. 
It remains to show that K is also a maximal integral manifold for D that contains p 0 . To this end let L be an integral manifold for D that contains p 0 and p P L. Because L is a connected manifold, we can find a piece wise C r -curve c : r0, 1s Ñ L with cp0q " p 0 and 
The idea to take K as a candidate for the searched maximal integral manifold comes from [13, Theorem 1.64]. But we modified the proof that K is actually an integral manifold. As mentioned above this was already done in [1, Chapter 1] .
Using the idea of the proof from [13, Proposition 1.59] we obtain a proof of the following Theorem 1.10. As mentioned above this was already done in [1, Chapter 1].
Theorem 1.10. If F is a closed vector subspace of E, D Ď T M is a subbundle of T M with typical fibre F and given p P M we find an integral manifold
Proof. Let X 1 and X 2 be vector fields on M with
Remark 1.11. Let F be a complemented subspace of E with vector complement H and D Ď T M be a subbundle of T M with typical Fibre F . For a chart
φ : U Ñ V 1ˆV2 of M and the inclusion ι y : V 1 Ñ V 1ˆV2 , x Þ Ñ px,
yq we get the following equivalences:
φ is a Frobenius chart
Definition 1.12.
We call a Distribution D with typical fibre F of M local Frobenius distribution, if given p P M we find a chart φ : U Ñ V of M around p with dφpD p q " F such that the subbundle D φ :" T φpD X T U q of VˆE with typical fibre F is a Frobenius distribution. For every subbundle chart ψ of D, the map ψ φ :" ψ˝T φ´1 is a subbundle chart for D φ .
Lemma 1.13. A Distribution D for M is a Frobenius distribution if and only if it is a local Frobenius distribution.

Proof. It is clear that a Frobenius distribution is a local Frobenius distribution.
Let D be a local Frobenius distribution, p P M and φ : U Ñ V a chart of M around p with φppq " 0 and dφpD p q " F . We find a diffeomorphism χ :
We calculate dpχ˝φqpD" dχpT φpD" dχppD φ q φp" F and by Remark 1.11 we see that χ˝φ is a Frobenius chart of D.
The Frobenius theorem for Banach distributions
As mentioned in the introduction, Teichmann showed a Frobenius theorem for finitedimensional vector distributions on convenient manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces. A similar result for manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces in the sense described in the introduction was obtained in [1, Chapter 2; Theorem 2.6].
The aim of this section and of the whole article is to obtain a Frobenius theorem for Banach distributions on manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces.
In [11] Stefan considers distributions of Banach manifolds that are not necessarily subbundles of the tangent bundle but each fibre of the distributions in question is a Banach space. Our proof is inspired by the proofs of [11, Section 4] and [12, Theorem 2] respectively [1, Theorem 2.6]. But as Stefan considers Banach manifolds, we are interested in manifolds that are modelled over locally convex spaces. So one of the main problems will be that we have no solution theory for initial value problems in locally convex spaces.
The idea to generalise the methods used in [11] received the author from Glöckner.
Convention. Throughout this section E will be a locally convex space, r P N and M a C r -manifold modelled over E.
Definition 2.1. Let N be a C r -manifold, X : N Ñ T N be a C r´1 -vector field of N and f : M Ñ N be a diffeomorphism. In this situation we define the C r´1 -vector field f˚X :" T f´1˝X˝f of M .
The following easy Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 have also been stated in [1] . They are also more or less clear and straightforward generalisation of the finite-dimensional case.
Lemma 2.2. If X : M Ñ T M is a C
r´1 -vector field that provides a local flow and t P R we get pΦ Proof. We assume Ω t ‰ H. Given p P Ω X t we have
The assertion follows directly. Proof. From T φ´1˝X˝φ " φ˚X we conclude that X and φ˚X are φ´1-connected. An analogous statement holds for Y . Hence also rX, Y s is φ´1-connected to rφ˚X, φ˚Y s and so T φ´1˝rX, Y s " rφ˚X, φ˚Y s˝φ´1.
The following Lemma 2.4 is a straightforward generalisation of the finite-dimensional case.
r´1 -vector fields and X provides a local flow, then we have
Proof. It is enough to show the assertion in the local case. Let U Ď E be an open subset and f, g : U Ñ E be C r´1 -maps such that f provides a local flow. We write Φ : Ω Ñ U for the global flow of f . For p P U we calculate
The following Theorem 2.5 comes from [4, Theorem 2.3].
Theorem 2.5. Let E be a locally convex space, F be a Banach space, P Ď E and U Ď F be open sets and f : PˆU Ñ F be a C r -map with r P N. We write f p :" f pp, ‚q : U Ñ F for p P P . Let p 0 P P and x 0 P U with f 1 p0 px 0 q P GLpF q. If r ě 2 or r " 1 and
then we find an open p 0 -neighbourhood Proof. Obviously the topology that comes from`}‚} B1,q˘q PPE is coarser than the one of LpF, Eq b . To show that it is also finer let B Ď F be bounded and q P P E . We find r ą 0 with r¨B 1 Ě B and calculate
Lemma 2.8. Let F be a Banach space and q be a continuous seminorm on E. For
Þ Ñ π q˝f is well-defined and a topological embedding. Moreover we get for f P LpF, Eq, g P LpF q and
Proof. Let f P LpF, Eq with }f } B1,q " 0. For x P F zt0u, we get
Hence ι is well-defined. To show that ι is an isometry we choose f P LpF, Eq and calculate
To show (5) we calculate
The following Lemma 2.9 varies an observation by Glöckner. 
Because q was an arbitrary continuous seminorm of E, we get ϕ 1 " ϕ 2 .
As mentioned above the following Theorem 2.10 is inspired by [11, Section 4] Proof. Let p 0 P M and φ be a chart around p 0 with φpp 0 q " 0 E and dφpD p0 q " F . Because of Lemma 1.13 it is enough to show the statement in the local chart φ. This means we have the following situation: The set U is an open 0-neighbourhood in E. The vector distribution D Ď UˆE is a subbundle of UˆE with typical fibre F . Hence given x P U we find a C r -diffeomorphism ψ : UˆE Ñ UˆE such that ψptyuˆEq " tyuˆE, pr 2˝ψ py, ‚q : E Ñ E is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces and ψpDq " UˆF . Given x P U we write D x for the subspace pr 2 pD X ptxuˆEqq of E. By choice of φ we have D 0E " F . In abuse of notation we write X of the local representative of X in the chart φ. Hence XˆF Ñ E is a C r -map such that 1.X : F Ñ C r´1 pU, Eq is linear, 2. Xpp, vq P D p for all p P U and v P F , 3. Xp0, ‚q| D0 : F Ñ D 0 " F is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces 4. X provides a local flow with parameters. We write Φ : Ω Ñ U for the global flow with parameters of X. For convenience we write X v :" Xp‚, vq, Φ v :" Φp‚, ‚, vq and Ω v :" tpt, xq P RˆU : pt, x, vq P Ωu for v P F and t P R. 
for pt, y, vq P Ω.
Reason: For v P F and t P R the vector field pΦ v t q˚Y is defined on Ω 
By differentiating the right-hand side of (10) 
Now we differentiate the right-hand side of (10) in u in direction h P F and get 
Thus τ is a solution of (16) and so η solves the initial value problem (14). Now we show that the solution of (14) 
With (7) Φps, 0, 0q " XpΦpt, 0, 0q, 0q " 0 and Φp0, 0, 0q " 0. Hence Φpt, 0, 0q " 0 for all t P I.
We saw impf q Ď D y in the calculation above. Taking y " 0 E and u " 0 F we get d 2 Φp´s, 0 E , 0 F ; vq P F for s P I and v P F . We define the map λ : IˆF Ñ F , ps, vq Þ Ñ d 2 Φp´s, 0 E , 0 F ; vq. Becauseλ : I Ñ LpF q, s Þ Ñ d 2 Φp´s, 0, 0, ‚q is continuous, the mapλ : IˆI Ñ LpF q, pt, sq Þ Ñ t¨λpsq is continuous and becauseλp0, 0q " id F we can choose 0 ă t ă 1 with }t¨λps, ‚q´id F } op ă 1 2 for all s P r0, ts. We show
With (20) We define U ϕ :" ξ´1pV q, V ϕ :" ζ´1pW q and ϕ :" ξ| Vϕ Uϕ . In particular we get ϕ´1 " ζ| Vϕ . After shrinking V ϕ we assume
. We show that ϕ is a Frobenius chart around 0. It is sufficient to show dϕptpuˆD p q " F respectively ppdϕqpp, ‚qq´1pF q " D p for all p P U ϕ , because of Remark 1.11. This is equivalent to show dϕ´1px, w; ‚qpF q " D ϕ´1px,wq respectively d 2 ζpx, w; ‚qpF q " D ζpx,wq for all px, wq
Φpt, x, w; ‚qq is welldefined and continuous. Because of λp0F , 0 F q P LpF q˚we assume λpx, wq P LpF q˚for all px, wq P V p1q ϕˆV p2q
ϕ . Hence d 3 Φpt, x, w; ‚q " ψ 2 px, ‚q´1˝λpx, wq P LpF, D x q is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces for x P V Problem. Let G be a regular Lie group. Is every closed Lie subalgebra h Ď LpGq with finite codimension integrable?
In [5] Glöckner proposed that generalisations of the Frobenius theorems can be used to solve this problem. In [1] we used Frobenius theorems for Co-Banach Distributions to solve this problem. Moreover it was possible to solve the problem for a finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra. In this section we want consider the case of a Banach Lie algebra. The main work was done in Section 2. We simply use the methods from First we state the main result of this section and will prove it at the end. Proof. The vector field rX 1 , X 2 s is left invariant. Hence
for g P U .
The following Lemma 3.5 was discussed in [10, Chapter VI. Lemma 5.3] for Banach Lie groups. But Lang's proof for the involutivity of the considered vector distribution is not quite correct. In general it is not possible to reduce the problem to the local case by the use of local charts, in the way Lang did it, because in general there exists no local trivialisation of the tangent bundle that is simultaneously induced by a chart of the Lie group and a sub bundle trivialisation of the distribution. As mentioned above our proof Lemma 3.5 was stated in [1, Chapter 4] . The inaccuracy was noticed by the author and with the help of Glöckner it was possible to find an other proof. Proof. First we show that D is a subbundle of T M . We define D g :" T λ g phq for g P G and ψ : T G Ñ GˆLpGq, v Þ Ñ pπpvq, πpvq´1.vq. Given h P h and g P G we get πpT λ g phqq " g and πpT λ g phqq´1.T λ g phq " g´1.T λ g phq " h. Hence ψpDq " Gˆh and ψpT λ g phqq " pg, hq. It remains to show that D is involutiv. To this end let X 1 , X 2 : G Ñ T G be vector fields of G with impX 1 q, impX 2 q Ď D and g 0 P G. We find a chart φ : U Ñ V Ď LpGq of G around g 0 such that dφpD g0 q " h. The map θ : T U Ñ UˆE, θ " pφ´1ˆid E q˝T φ is a local trivialisation of T G around g 0 . By abuse of notation we write ψ for the restriction of ψ to T U . We define the map A : VˆE Ñ E, px, yq Þ Ñ g ψ,θ pφ´1pxq, yq with g ψ,θ :" pr 2˝θ˝ψ´1 . And write Apxq :" Apx, ‚q for x P V . The diagramme
pg,yqÞ Ñpg,Apφpgq,yqq UˆE commutes. Let X 1,φ and X 2,φ be the local representatives of the vector fields X 1 and X 2 in the chart φ. We define X 1,ψ :" pr 2˝ψ˝X1˝φ´1 and X 2,ψ :" pr 2˝ψ˝X2˝φ´1 . Let x P V . For i " 1, 2 we get Apxq.pX i,ψ pxqq " Apxq.pψ 2˝Xi˝φ´1 pxqq " Apxq.pψ 2 pX i pφ´1px
If we show
we get
Hence it remains to show (24). Equation (23) leads to dX 2,φ px, X 1,φ pxqq " dpx Þ Ñ Apx, X 2,ψ pxqqqpx, X 1,φ pxqq "dA`px, X 2,ψ pxqq; pX 1,φ pxq, dX 2,ψ px, X 1,φ pxqqq"
With an analogous calculation for dX 2,φ px, X 1,φ pxqq we get (24) is shown and we are done.
As mentioned above our proof the following Lemma 3.6 was stated in [1, Chapter 4] and there we followed the ideas of [10, Chapter VI. Theorem 5.4], but Lang did not discuss whether the constructed group H is actually a Lie group.
Lemma 3.6. If the vector bundle D in Lemma 3.5 is a Frobenius distribution, then we find a Lie group H that is an integral manifold for D and a subgroup of G.
Proof. Because D is a Frobenius distribution, we find a maximal integral manifold H for D that includes 1. First we show that H is a subgroup of G. To this end let h P H. We show h´1 P H. The set h´1¨H is an integral manifold for D, because for g P H we have
Moreover 1 P h´1H. By the maximality of H we get h´1H Ď H. We have h´1¨1 " h´1 P H, because 1 P H. Now we show HH Ď H. Let h P H. A similar calculation as in (26) shows that hH is an integral manifold for D and contains 1, because h´1 P H. Hence h¨H " H. And thus HH " H. We conclude that H is a subgroup of G.
To show that H is a Lie group, we have to show that the multiplication and inversion on H are smooth. This follows not directly from the fact that H is a subgroup of the Lie group G, because H is no submanifold, but an immersed submanifold of G. For g P G we choose a Frobenius chart φ g : U g Ñ W g,1ˆWg,2 around g with φ g pgq " 0. The submanifold S g " tφ´1 g px, 0q : x P W g,1 u is an integral manifold of D and every integral manifold that is contained in U g and intersects S g is a subset of S g . First we show that the left multiplication λ h : H Ñ H is smooth for all h P H. Let g P G. We write pph¨S g q X U hg q hg for the component of hg in ph¨S g q X U hg . Obviously pph¨S g q X U hg q hg is an integral manifold for D and contained in U hg . Hence λ h ppS g X λ´1 h pU hgg q Ď S hg . Because λ h | pSg Xλ´1 h pU hg qqg is smooth as a map to G and its image is contained in the submanifold S hg and S hg is open in H, we get that λ h | pSg Xλ´1 h pU hg qqg is smooth as a map to H. Thus λ h : H Ñ H is a smooth map. Hence λ h : H Ñ H is a diffeomorphism.
Let V Ď U 1 be an open, symmetric 1-neighbourhood with V V Ď U 1 . Given g P pS 1 XV q 1 the set g´1ppS 1 XV q 1 q is an integral manifold for D that contains 1 and is a subset of U 1 . Thus g´1ppS 1 X V q 1 q Ď S 1 . The map θ : With the theorem over the local description of Lie groups we find a unique manifold structure on H such that H is a Lie group and pS 1 X V q 1 is an open submanifold in H. We write H 2 for the set H equipped with this Lie group structure and H 1 for the set H equipped with the original manifold structure that made H to an integral manifold of D. Now we choose a chart ψ : 
A Flows of vector fields on infinite-dimensional manifolds
Except of the Lemmas A.7 and A.8, that come from [3] , the definitions, theorems and proofs are straightforward generalisations of the well-known case of flows of Banach manifolds as it can be found in [10, Chapter 1] as all ready mentioned in the introduction. We recall this constructions for the convenience of the reader.
Convention. Throughout this section E will be a locally convex space, r P N and M a C r -manifold modelled over E. The following Lemmas A.7 and A.8 as well as their proofs come from [3] . We only recall them for the convenience of the reader. They wear also cited in [ Proof. Given t P I 1 and z P W we have z P U and so Φ t pΦ´tpzqq " Φ 0 pzq " z. With Φ´tpzq P U we get z P Φ t pU q.
Lemma A.8. If X : M Ñ E is a C r´1 -vector field that provides a local flow, L Ď R is an interval, ϕ, ψ : L Ñ M are integral-curves for X and t 0 P L with ϕpt 0 q " ψpt 0 q, then ϕ " ψ.
Proof. Let Φ : Ω Ñ M be a local flow for X. Obviously the curves ϕ and ψ are automatically C r -curves. We define T :" tt P L : ϕptq " ψptqu Ď L. The set T is closed in L, because ϕ and ψ are continuous and the diagonal in MˆM is closed. Moreover T ‰ H, because t 0 P T . We get T " J, if we can show that T is open, because J is connected. Let t 1 P T . We have to construct a δ ą 0 such that st 1´δ , t 1`δ rXJ Ď T .
Let x -neighbourhood W Ď P such that ΦpJ 1ˆW q Ď P . Now we get W Ď Φ t pP q for t P J 1 with Lemma A.7. Given x P P we define α x : J Ñ M , α x ptq " Φ t pxq. For t P J we get x " Φ´tpΦ t pxqq " Φp´t, Φpt, xqq. 
where we deduced α x ptq P V from x P P and t P J in order to show (27). Altogether we have shown equation (27) for x P P and t P J. Now let w P W and t P J 1 . We find x P P with Φ t pxq " w. Like above we define α x psq :" Φ s pxq for s P J and get 0 "´XpΦ´spα x psqqq`T pΦ´sqpXpα x psfor s P J. Hence 0 "´XpΦ´tpwqq`T pΦ´tqpXpwqq,
because t P J 1 Ď J and α x ptq " w. (28) holds for w P W and t P J 1 . Because ϕ is continuous, we find δ P J 1 Xs0, 8r such that ϕ pst 1´δ , t 1`δ rXLq Ď W . We define the C 1 -map h : s´δ, δrÑ M , hptq " Φ´tpϕpt`t 1 qq. Given t Ps´δ, δr we conclude h 1 ptq " T Φp´‚, ϕp‚`t 1 qqpt, 1q " T Φ˝pT p´id R q, T ϕp‚`t 1 qqpt, 1q
"T Φpp´t,´1q, ϕ 1 pt`t 1"T Φp‚, ϕpt`t 1 qqp´t,´1q`T Φp´t, ‚qpϕ 1 pt`t 1"´XpΦ´tpϕpt`t 1`T Φp´t, ‚qpX pϕpt`t 1" 0 where we used ϕpt`t 1 q P W and (28). Thus h is constant, because intervals are connected. We have hp0q " ϕpt 1 q and so Φ´tpϕpt`t 1" ϕpt 1 q for all t Ps´δ, δr. After shrinking δ we assume ψpst 1´δ , t 1`δ rXLq Ď W . A similar calculation as above shows Φ´tpϕpt`t 1" ϕpt 1 q " ψpt 1 q " Φ´tpψpt`t 1for t Ps´δ, δr. The map Φ t | P is injective and ϕptq, ψptq P W Ď P . Thus ϕ| st1´δ,t1`δr " ψ| st1´δ,t1`δr .
Definition A.9. Given a C r´1 -vector field X : M Ñ T M that provides a local flow and x P M we define I x :" Ť γ I γ , where the union is taken over all integral-curves γ : I γ Ñ M of X with 0 P I γ and γp0q " x. In this situation γ x : I x Ñ M, t Þ Ñ γptq for t P I γ is a well-defined map and an integral-curve for X. We call γ x the maximal integral-curve of X that maps 0 to x.
(d) We set Ω X :" Ť xPM,pPP I x,pˆt xuˆtpu Ď RˆMˆP and define the map Φ X : Ω X Ñ M , pt, x, pq Þ Ñ γ x,p ptq that we call the global flow with parameters for the vector field X. With the Definitions A.11 and A.14 we conclude that Ω X is open in RˆMˆP and that Φ X is a C r -map. Moreover given pt, x, pq P Ω X and s P R ps, Φ X pt, x, pq, pq P Ω X ô pt`s, x, pq P Ω X ,
and in this situation Φ X ps, Φ X pt, x, pq, pq " Φ X pt`s, x, pq.
